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Industry landscape and trends 
The IT landscape is constantly changing, and increasingly diversifying—particularly in terms of 

heterogeneous operating systems (Linux, Windows, etc.). Additionally, IT organizations must contend with 

multiple data types, different development languages, and a mix of on-premises/cloud/hybrid 

environments. Maintaining increasingly complex environments is a daunting task, requiring people and 

processes that can keep the pace and somehow simultaneously reduce operational costs.  

Microsoft is committed to enabling customers to choose the best platform for their data and applications. 

This includes providing interoperability with open source solutions. One out of three virtual machines on 

Azure is running Linux. Microsoft platforms such as HDInsight and R Server can be deployed on both 

Windows and Linux. This commitment extends into application development, including .NET core as an 

open source project and the newly announced Visual Studio Code extension for SQL Server. Similarly, SQL 

Server drivers and connectivity tools and APIs are available for nearly any environment, enabling any 

application to integrate with SQL Server, regardless of programming language or environment. 

The evolution and power of SQL 

Server 2016  

Industry leader in Operational DBMS, 

BI/Analytics 2 years in a row 
Microsoft SQL Server continues to evolve and stay ahead of organizational data needs. Customers have 

responded to this evolution by showing confidence in using SQL Server to manage their mission-critical 

data. Industry analysts have also responded positively. For example, Gartner has rated Microsoft as a 

leader with the most complete vision and highest ability to execute of any operational database 

management system for two consecutive years.* 
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Figure 1: Gartner Magic Quadrant for operational database management systems (2016) 

 

Consistently leads in performance benchmarks  
SQL Server owns the top TPC-E performance benchmarks for transaction processing, the top TPC-H 

performance benchmarks for data warehousing, and the top performance benchmarks with leading 

business applications. TPC-E Benchmark measures an online transaction processing (OLTP) workload 

representative of modern customer applications. The TPC-H Benchmark measures the performance of a 

representative data warehouse workload. The TPC-H benchmark workload utilizes SQL Server updateable 

In-Memory Columnstore technology to achieve excellent query performance. 

Lenovo announced the TPC-H 10TB benchmark world record (Lenovo Server Performance Lab, 2016) 

using SQL Server 2016, and In May 2016, Lenovo also published a new TPC-H 30TB world record (Lenovo 

Server Performance Lab, 2016). These results, in addition to recent benchmarks by software and hardware 

partners, as well as key applications, show that SQL Server 2016 is the fastest in-memory database 

solution available. 

PROS Holdings uses the superior performance and built-in R Services of SQL Server 2016 to deliver 
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advanced analytics more than 100x faster than before, resulting in higher profits for their customers 

(Vanguard, 2016). SQL Server has consistently led in performance, and SQL Server 2016 offers the 

greatest performance to date. 

Most secure platform  
According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) public security board, SQL Server 

has the lowest number of reported security vulnerabilities across the major database vendors (NIST, 

2015). With SQL Server 2016, security is further enhanced by additional security features such as Always 

Encrypted, which encrypts data in motion all the way to the client application and at rest, and Row-Level 

Security (RLS) and Dynamic Data Masking (DDM), which serve to protect data from access by 

unauthorized individuals, including system and database admins. 

Unparalleled TCO with everything "built in"  
SQL Server has a significantly lower total cost of ownership (TCO) than similar enterprise data solutions. In 

some cases, the TCO for SQL Server 2016 was found to be low as 1/12th the cost of comparable 

products/features (Blake, 2016). One of the key factors in this lower TCO is the inclusion of enterprise-

level features, which for comparable database platforms are either available at an additional cost or 

simply not available, requiring a 3rd party solution. With features such as data compression, columnstore, 

partitioning, and high-availability and disaster recovery (to name only a few) built into SQL Server 2016, 

organizations can provide robust data-driven applications to customers for a fraction of the cost of the 

competition.  

The power of SQL Server now on 

Linux and Containers 
The next version of SQL Server, dubbed “SQL Server v.Next,” brings Microsoft’s industry-leading relational 

database engine to the enterprise Linux ecosystem. This includes SQL Server Agent, Active Directory 

authentication, best-in-class high availability/disaster recovery, and unparalleled data security features. It 

is important to note that SQL Server on Linux is not a port or a rewrite. This is Microsoft’s world-class 

RDBMS now available on more operating systems like Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL), SUSE Linux 

Enterprise Server (SLES), Ubuntu, and more cloud and container platforms like OpenStack, Docker Swarm, 

Kubernetes, and Mesosphere D/C OS. 

SQL Server 2016 offers the best performance and security features, which are now available with SQL 

Server on Linux. High performance features such as columnstore, which provides column-based data 

storage ad processing to achieve up to 10x the query performance and data compression over row-based 

storage, and In-Memory OLTP which brings transaction processing to memory optimized tables at more 

than 2.5x the speed of disk-based tables, bring record-breaking speed to data-driven applications. 

Security features such as Row-Level Security and Dynamic Data Masking provide server-side security 

measures which vastly simplify keeping your data safe from unauthorized access, without the need for 
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modifying existing client applications. More details on these world-class features and more will be 

covered later in this paper.  

Native Linux experience, with support for 

existing SQL Server tools 
Microsoft has focused on providing a Linux-native user experience for SQL Server, starting with the 

installation process. Installing SQL Server 2016 uses the standard package-based installation method for 

Linux, using yum for Fedora-based distributions, and apt-get for Debian-based distributions. 

Administrators can update SQL Server 2016 instances on Linux using their existing package 

update/upgrade processes. 

The SQL Server service runs natively using systemd, and performance can be monitored through the file 

system as expected. Linux file paths are supported in T-SQL statements and scripts such as 

defining/changing the location of data files or database backup files. High-availability clustering can be 

managed with popular Linux high-availability solutions like Pacemaker and Corosync. 

Microsoft provides cross-platform tools for SQL Server on Linux or Windows, including existing tools such 

as SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS), SQL Server Data Tools (SSDT), PowerShell module (sqlps), and 

the newly announced Visual Studio Code extension for SQL Server that can run on macOS, Linux, or 

Windows. 

Microsoft offers tools such as Migration Assistant, also supported on Linux, to assist with moving existing 

workloads on SQL Server. 

 

With cross-platform migration tools and partner support, organizations can begin the migration to SQL 

server with SQL Server 2016 SP1 and SQL Server on Linux now, in production, and easily upgrade to the 

v.Next version when it becomes generally available in 2017. 
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Greater support for more operational 

ecosystems  
Bringing SQL Server to Linux requires ensuring that SQL Server on Linux can be operated effectively in 

heterogeneous environments. Enterprises are running database workloads on a mix of operating systems, 

both as on-premises, physical hardware installations and on virtual machines on private, hosted, or public 

clouds. With support for Windows and Linux containers, SQL Server can run in container orchestration 

solutions, such as Docker Swarm, Red Hat Open Shift, Mesosphere DC/OS, and Kubernetes. With the 

Management Pack for SQL Server on Linux, administrators can use System Center Operations Manager to 

monitor everything from the hardware up to the database engine instances and individual databases. 

Enabling DevOps practices with containers  
DevOps is about bringing great applications to customers through people, processes, and tools. Taking a 

lean approach to product development (for example, splitting work into small batches and implementing 

customer feedback) predicts higher IT performance and less deployment pain (Source: 2016 State of 

DevOps Report, Puppet & Dora). Compared to the challenges of a traditional development approach, or 

even an agile approach, DevOps is gaining ground as a best practice for delivering high-performance 

solutions to market. Traditional hardware and VM installations of SQL Server have a difficult time fitting 

into this framework. With SQL Server now available on containers, several DevOps practices are accessible 

to data-driven application development—namely the ability to build a container image that can be used 

in any environment. 

Dev/Test  

Dev/Test is based on the principle of working in identical environments for development, test, and 

production. This minimizes the risk of a configuration or dependency-based issue manifesting after 

deployment to production. With containers, application dependencies are packaged within the container. 

Containers can operate on any host OS that is capable of hosting containers (such as RHEL or WS2016). 

This also means that for container-based solutions, the host OS does not need to be the same as the 

production host OS.  

 

https://puppet.com/resources/white-paper/2016-state-of-devops-report
https://puppet.com/resources/white-paper/2016-state-of-devops-report
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For example, a development team may be working on a development environment, which could be Linux 

or Mac with Docker running the container locally, including the SQL Server database engine and the 

databases to support the application. The test environment could be a cluster of Linux hosts hosting 

hundreds of instances running test automation. The production environment would be effectively 

identical with containers orchestrated across the private/public/hybrid cloud infrastructure. The SQL 

Server database configuration, database schema, and pre-populated data, as a part of the container 

image, are replicated with each container instance, eliminating configuration differences from the list of 

potential causes for a bug. 

Continuous integration, continuous delivery 

Continuous integration and continuous delivery (CI/CD) are DevOps practices that, by continually 

integrating updates and fixes, and releasing on the order of minutes instead of days, bring products to 

market quicker, with better quality, reliability, efficiency, and customer satisfaction. With SQL Server 2016 

on containers, container orchestrators such as Docker Swarm or Red Hat Open Shift can quickly 

propagate container updates to test automation environments, and eventually to production.  

 

Figure 2: CI/CD sequence diagram  

CI/CD is a departure from traditional software releases, enabling organizations to release daily or even 

multiple times a day. This requires a high degree of automation, triggering deployments to environments 

when changes are committed, executing tests, and moving on to the next level of deployment. The 

benefits outweigh the costs, enabling teams to deliver higher-quality products more reliably—with far 

greater efficiency and speed to market—leading to greater customer satisfaction as new content and 

features roll out more frequently.  

SQL Server 2016 on containers aligns well with DevOps principles and enables several key practices that 

play a pivotal role in bringing mission-critical, intelligent apps to production quickly, with high cost 

efficiency, high quality, and high customer satisfaction. From environment parity with Dev/Test to high-

velocity deployments through CI/CD, SQL Server on Linux and containers make a capable addition to any 

organization’s DevOps toolbox. 
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SQL Server 2016 SP1: the latest 

innovations now available in every 

edition  
With SQL Server 2016 SP1, Microsoft will include key enterprise-class features in every edition of SQL 

Server 2016. These include the same features available with SQL Server on Linux: In-Memory OLTP, 

Columnstore, RLS, and DDM. The impact of this change is in the separation of functional features from 

operational requirements. For example, with SP1, an organization can develop data applications using In-

Memory OLTP and DDM, and deploy the same application to Enterprise, Standard, or Web editions while 

retaining full functionality.  

Performance and security features available on 

all SQL Server editions 

In-Memory OLTP 

In-Memory OLTP is a memory-optimized database engine integrated into the SQL Server engine, 

optimized for transaction processing. In-Memory OLTP can significantly improve OLTP database 

application performance. It improves throughput and reduces latency for transaction processing, and can 

help improve performance of transient data scenarios such as temp tables and ETL.  

For more information, see In-Memory OLTP (In-Memory Optimization). 

Columnstore 

SQL Server 2016 introduces real-time operational analytics—the ability to run both analytics and OLTP 

workloads on the same database tables at the same time. Besides running analytics in real time, you can 

also eliminate the need for ETL and a data warehouse. 

 

Figure 3: Running analytics and OLTP workloads on the same database tables 

Traditionally, businesses have had separate systems for operational and analytics workloads. For such 

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn133186.aspx
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systems, Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL) jobs regularly move the data from the operational store to an 

analytics store. The analytics data is usually stored in a data warehouse or data mart dedicated to running 

analytics queries. While this solution has been the standard, it has these three key challenges: 

 Complexity. Implementing ETL can require considerable coding, especially to load only 

the modified rows. It can be complex to identify which rows have been modified. 

 Cost. Implementing ETL requires purchasing additional hardware and software licenses. 

 Data Latency. Implementing ETL adds a time delay for running analytics. For example, if 

the ETL job runs at the at end of each business day, the analytics queries will run on data 

that is at least a day old. For many businesses, this delay is unacceptable because the 

business depends on analyzing data in real time. For example, fraud detection requires 

real-time analytics on operational data. 

Real-time operational analytics offers a solution to these challenges.  

There is no time delay when analytics and OLTP workloads run on the same underlying table. For 

scenarios that can use real-time analytics, the costs and complexity are greatly reduced by eliminating the 

need for ETL and the need to purchase and maintain a separate data warehouse. 

For more information, see Columnstore Indexes Guide. 

Always Encrypted 

 

Figure 4: Always Encrypted 

Always Encrypted is a feature designed to protect sensitive data, such as credit card numbers or national 

identification numbers (e.g. U.S. social security numbers), stored in Azure SQL Database or SQL Server 

databases. Always Encrypted allows clients to encrypt sensitive data inside client applications and never 

reveal the encryption keys to the Database Engine (SQL Database or SQL Server). As a result, Always 

Encrypted provides a separation between those who own the data (and can view it) and those who 

manage the data (but should have no access). By ensuring on-premises database administrators, cloud 

database operators, or other high-privileged but unauthorized users cannot access the encrypted data, 

Always Encrypted enables customers to confidently store sensitive data outside of their direct control. 

This allows organizations to encrypt data at rest and in use for storage in Azure, to enable delegation of 

on-premises database administration to third parties, and to reduce security clearance requirements for 

their own DBA staff. 

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg492088.aspx
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Transparent Data Encryption 

TDE encrypts SQL Server, Azure SQL Database, and Azure SQL Data Warehouse data files, known as 

encrypting data at rest. You can take several precautions to help secure the database, such as designing a 

secure system, encrypting confidential assets, and building a firewall around the database servers. 

However, in a scenario where the physical media (such as drives or backup tapes) are stolen, a malicious 

party can restore or attach the database and browse the data. One solution is to encrypt the sensitive 

data in the database and protect the keys that are used to encrypt the data with a certificate. This 

prevents anyone without the keys from using the data, but this protection must be planned in advance. 

TDE performs real-time I/O encryption and decryption of the data and log files. The encryption uses a 

database encryption key (DEK), which is stored in the database boot record for availability during 

recovery. The DEK is a symmetric key secured by using a certificate stored in the master database of the 

server or an asymmetric key protected by an EKM module.  

 

Figure 5: Transparent Database Encryption Architecture 

For more information, see Transparent Data Encryption (TDE). 

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb934049.aspx
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Row-Level Security 

RLS enables customers to control access to rows in a database table based on the characteristics of the 

user executing a query (e.g., group membership or execution context). 

RLS simplifies the design and coding of security in your application. RLS enables you to implement 

restrictions on data row access. For example, you can ensure that workers can access only those data rows 

that are pertinent to their department, or restrict a customer's data access to only the data relevant to 

their company. 

The access restriction logic is located in the database tier rather than away from the data in another 

application tier. The database system applies the access restrictions every time that data access is 

attempted from any tier. This makes your security system more reliable and robust by reducing the 

surface area of your security system. 

For more information, see Row-Level Security. 

Dynamic Data Masking 

DDM limits sensitive data exposure by masking it to non-privileged users. It can be used to greatly 

simplify the design and coding of security in your application. 

 

Figure 6: Dynamic Data Masking 

DDM helps prevent unauthorized access to sensitive data by enabling customers to designate how much 

of the sensitive data to reveal with minimal impact on the application layer. DDM can be configured on 

the database to hide sensitive data in the result sets of queries over designated database fields, while the 

data in the database is not changed. DDM is easy to use with existing applications, since masking rules 

are applied in the query results. Many applications can mask sensitive data without modifying existing 

queries. 

For more information, see Dynamic Data Masking. 

  

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn765131.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/mt130841.aspx
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Determine which SQL Server edition to deploy by 

operational need, not feature set  
Solutions can now implement enterprise-class features into their solution, and can be deployed on 

Enterprise, Standard, or even Express editions and maintain full functionality. This means operations 

managers or customers have the ability to decide upon which production runtime edition to used based 

on their specific operational needs without loss of functionality. 

Cross-Box Scale Limits 

Feature Enterprise Standard Express 

Maximum compute capacity used 

by a single instance—SQL Server 

Database Engine1 

Operating 

system 

maximum 

Limited to lesser 

of 4 sockets or 24 

cores 

Limited to lesser 

of 1 socket or 4 

cores 

Maximum memory utilized per 

instance of SQL Server Database 

Engine 

Operating 

system 

maximum 

128 GB 1 GB 

Maximum relational database size 524 PB 524 PB 10 GB 

Considerations for performance begin with core count and memory allocation. They also include the 

maximum size for databases and, potentially, I/O capabilities and data partitioning—capabilities dictated 

by the expected load for the hosted data. High-availability considerations focus on the number of 

secondary replicas required and whether any secondary requires backups, read-only access, etc. Should 

requirements change, transitioning an application to a different SQL Server edition is a matter of 

migration, not a rewrite of involved components. 

What's next for SQL Server on Linux  
Microsoft has committed to “enabling every person and every organization on the planet to achieve 

more.” With the public preview of SQL Server on Linux, Microsoft brings SQL Server relational database 

engine capability to the ever-growing enterprise ecosystem. SQL Server on Linux will provide customers 

with even more flexibility in their data solution—one with mission-critical performance, industry-leading 

TCO, best-in-class security, and hybrid cloud innovations like Stretch Database all built in. (Microsoft, 

2016)
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Developers have the option to use their development environment of choice, and deploy to any 

environment. Early adopters will be able to go live with their applications close to GA with the Early 

adoption program, and both v.Next CTP and SQL Server 2016 developers will be able to easily upgrade to 

SQL Server v.Next at GA.  
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Summary  
With a constantly changing and increasingly diversifying IT landscape—particularly in terms of 

heterogeneous operating systems—IT organizations must contend with multiple data types, different 

development languages, and a mix of on-premises/cloud/hybrid environments and somehow 

simultaneously reduce operational costs. SQL Server, a long-running industry leader in database 

management systems and BI/analytics, brings the most performant and most secure data platform, plus 

lower TCO, to open source enterprise ecosystems. Container support enables SQL Server to align with 

DevOps practices such as Dev/Test and CI/CD. With the availability of enterprise-class performance and 

security features now available in every edition of SQL Server 2016 SP1, organizations can determine the 

best SQL Server edition based on operational need rather than feature set. SQL Server on Linux offers a 

broader range of choice for all organizations, not just those who want to run SQL on Windows. It enables 

SQL Server to run in more private, public, and hybrid cloud ecosystems, to be used by developers 

regardless of programming languages, frameworks or tools, and to further empower every person and 

every organization on the planet to achieve more. 

Learn more about SQL Server 2016 on Linux: www.sqlonlinux.com.  

 

 

*Gartner “Magic Quadrant for Operational Database Management Systems,” by Nick Heudecker, Donald 

Feinberg, Merv Adrian, Terilyn Palanca, Rick Greenwald, October 2016 

This graphic was published by Gartner, Inc. as part of a larger research document and should be evaluated 

in the context of the entire document. The Gartner document is available upon request from Microsoft. 

Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research publications, and does not 

advise technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings or other designation. Gartner 

research publications consist of the opinions of Gartner's research organization and should not be construed 

as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research, 

including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.  
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Feedback 
Did this paper help you? Please give us your feedback by telling us on a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) 

how you rate this paper and why you have given it this rating. More specifically: 

        Are you rating it highly because of relevant examples, helpful screen shots, clear writing, or another 

reason? 

        Are you rating it poorly because of examples that don’t apply to your concerns, fuzzy screen shots, 

or unclear writing? 

This feedback will help us improve the quality of white papers we release. 

Please send your feedback to: sqlsrvwpfeedback@microsoft.com 

 


